1. The ARRC Chair welcomed Federal Reserve Board of Governors Vice Chair for Supervision Randal Quarles and Federal Reserve Bank of New York President John Williams. Vice Chair Quarles congratulated the ARRC on its achievements to date, underscored the Federal Reserve’s ongoing support for the ARRC's work, and stressed that market participants should continue to work to ensure an effective, timely transition away from LIBOR.

President Williams noted that the existence of LIBOR is not guaranteed beyond end-2021 and that ARRC members must do everything possible to prepare for a future without LIBOR and to ensure that the financial industry is focused on preparing for that risk. President Williams urged those market participants that are lagging behind in transitioning away from LIBOR to accelerate their efforts. President Williams added that SOFR is important to the transition and that while efforts to develop a forward-looking term rate are ongoing, in most cases an average of SOFR is a suitable alternative to a term rate.

2. Representatives from the U.S. Treasury Department provided an overview of their recently released regulatory relief proposal that aims to reduce the potential adverse tax consequences that could arise when financial contracts are amended to replace IBORs with alternative reference rates such as SOFR. The Chair of the ARRC’s Accounting/Tax working group noted that Treasury’s proposal was very useful to the transition and that the working group plans to submit a detailed response. The Treasury representatives encouraged the ARRC, member firms, and other market participants to provide feedback during the public comment period, which ends on November 25, 2019.

3. Federal Reserve staff delivered a presentation (Attachment 1) showing that while SOFR futures volumes have grown significantly since inception, current market depth and trading volumes significantly lag fed funds futures and do not yet appear sufficient to create a robust IOSCO-compliant SOFR term rate. The ARRC Chair noted that members should focus on bringing more trading volumes into SOFR derivatives and cash markets in order to make the development of a futures-derived term rate more viable. The co-Chair of the ARRC’s Term Rate working group and ARRC members discussed other metrics and markets that the ARRC could consider in order to determine a sufficient level of liquidity in SOFR futures to develop a term rate. Federal Reserve staff noted their presentation reflected a preliminary analysis for members to consider and that the Committee would have the opportunity to develop its own criteria for judging the level of SOFR futures liquidity that would be adequate for creating a robust IOSCO-compliant SOFR term rate.

4. ARRC members discussed ways that the Committee could enlist outside resources to amplify its outreach and communications efforts to more effectively reach a wider audience impacted by the LIBOR transition. Members highlighted the need to ensure that market participants and the general public have an accurate understanding of the ARRC’s work on promoting and coordinating the transition to SOFR and away from LIBOR.

5. The ARRC approved recommended fallback contract language for closed-end, residential adjustable-rate mortgages (ARMs), which was subsequently released. The recommended language for use in new ARM contracts incorporates feedback received during an extended public consultation period as well as input from the ARRC’s Consumer Products working group, which is made up of a wide range of market participants, including consumer advocacy groups.
6. The ARRC’s antitrust counsel updated the Committee about its outreach to the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice to express support for the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) with respect to the its Business Review Letter (BRL) request.

The co-Chairs of the ARRC’s Legal working group noted that ARRC working-group members were coalescing around a consensus approach in continuing to explore potential legislative relief for certain legacy USD LIBOR-linked products. The co-Chairs also provided an overview of the legislative process if the Committee decides to move forward with pursuing a potential legislative approach. Finally, an ARRC member highlighted the approaches that a subgroup of ARRC members will take to analyze the potential impact on markets that could result from a permanent cessation of LIBOR in the absence of a legislative solution. The ARRC Chair noted that depending on the progress made in these efforts in the ensuing weeks, the Committee may consider convening a telephonic ARRC meeting to decide whether it is appropriate to begin engaging externally on potential legislative relief.

7. The ARRC Chair closed the meeting by reiterating that the opening remarks by Vice Chairman Quarles and President Williams indicated that the Committee has the full support of the official sector and must remain focused on pushing the transition forward.
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Disclaimer: The views expressed in this presentation are solely those of the authors and do not necessarily represent those of the Federal Reserve, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee or its members or ex officio members.
Forward-looking term rates

- Term rates derived from SOFR derivatives can provide well-behaved benchmark rates.
  - ARRC Second Report
  - Heitfield and Park
  - Salem, Younger, and St. John

- But the robustness of such rates depends on the depth of underlying derivatives markets.
- Limited futures market depth risks SOFR term rates that may be
  - overly volatile or inconsistent with other market term rates
  - sensitive to spurious trades and/or subject to manipulation

This information is provided for illustrative and educational purposes only. The views expressed in this presentation are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Federal Reserve, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee or its members or ex officio members.
SOFR futures volumes have been growing

This information is provided for illustrative and educational purposes only. The views expressed in this presentation are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Federal Reserve, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee or its members or ex officio members.
SOFR and FF futures volumes since June

Notional Volume
From Jun 03, 2019 to Oct 16, 2019

This information is provided for illustrative and educational purposes only. The views expressed in this presentation are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Federal Reserve, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee or its members or ex officio members.
Even FF futures volumes have been lower in the past

This information is provided for illustrative and educational purposes only. The views expressed in this presentation are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Federal Reserve, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee or its members or ex officio members.
Distribution of FF futures daily volume since 2005

Daily Notional Volume Frequency for Federal Funds Futures
From Jan 03, 2005 to Oct 16, 2019

This information is provided for illustrative and educational purposes only. The views expressed in this presentation are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Federal Reserve, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee or its members or ex officio members.
Volume is concentrated in near-term contracts

- The derivation of 1-month term rate relies on 1-month futures contracts maturing within two months and the first 3-month contract.
- The derivation of 6-month term rate depends on 1-month contracts maturing in less than seven months and the first three 3-month contracts.

Average Daily Notional Volume by Contract Month

This information is provided for illustrative and educational purposes only. The views expressed in this presentation are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Federal Reserve, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee or its members or ex officio members.
For some contracts, few or no trades may be observed.

Trades/Day for 3-Month-Ahead Contract

Trade Count Frequency – Fed Funds Futures
Data from past 6 months

Trade Count Frequency – 1M SOFR Futures
Data from past 6 months

This information is provided for illustrative and educational purposes only. The views expressed in this presentation are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Federal Reserve, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee or its members or ex officio members.
The available depth is orders of magnitude larger for Federal Funds futures compared to SOFR futures.

Federal Funds Futures (Lead Contract, Date Range: May 2018–Oct 2019)

1–Month SOFR Futures (Lead Contract, Date Range: May 2018–Oct 2019)

This information is provided for illustrative and educational purposes only. The views expressed in this presentation are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Federal Reserve, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee or its members or ex officio members.
Limit Order Book Depth

- Liquidity is not evenly distributed among different expiries.

Federal Funds Futures

1–Month SOFR Futures

Date Range: May 2018 - Oct 2019

This information is provided for illustrative and educational purposes only. The views expressed in this presentation are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Federal Reserve, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee or its members or ex officio members.
Kyle’s $\lambda$ is a standard measure of price impact.  
$\lambda$ is calculated from the regression:

$$Return_t = \lambda \times \text{Aggregate Trade}_t + \epsilon_t$$

where

$$\text{Aggregate Trade}_t = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \text{Sign}(\text{Trade}_i) \times |\text{Trade Volume}_i|$$

$$\text{Return}_t = \log(\text{Close Price}_{5-min,t}) - \log(\text{Close Price}_{5-min,t-1}).$$
Currently, SOFR futures are a lot more susceptible to large trades than Federal Funds futures.

The price impact for the federal funds futures was much larger during the zero-lower-bound period.
Conclusions

- We should exercise caution in moving to futures-implied term rates until daily SOFR futures volumes and liquidity build further.
- Trading volumes in short-term rate futures may not remain at their currently relatively high levels.
  - During the 2010-15 zero-lower-bound period FF futures volumes were much lower than they are today.
Conclusions

- With regard to benchmark robustness, the IOSCO principles embed a sense of proportionality – the more widely a reference rate is used, the more robust it needs to be.
  - Increasing use of existing SOFR rates should support SOFR futures and OIS volumes, making term rates more robust.
  - Limiting use of term rates to specific areas (i.e., fallbacks and certain loan contracts as suggested by the ARRC and the FSB) should help to allow the term rate to be produced more quickly. Wider use of term rates would require a commensurately more robust rate and would postpone the time at which the necessary market depth could be achieved.
- IOSCO compliance involves meeting governance, benchmark quality, methodological quality, and accountability principles, in addition to being based on an adequate transactional base.